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ADDICTED TO LOVE
Book One in The Addictions Series

Drink, drugs, sex... Robert Taylor doesn't do things
by halves - when he wants something, he doesn't
hesitate to seize it. With such an addictive
personality, it's hardly surprising that when lust
turns to love, he can't say no. What is surprising
is the woman he falls in love with.

Lexi Seymour is young, prickly, and not averse to
dodgy orange mullets. She's also a walking bag of
nerves, tied to a six-year secret that prevents her
from allowing anyone close.

In order to reach this fragile woman, Robert
realises he needs to grow up. Mid-forties, has he
left it too late? And can Lexi learn to start
trusting again, or will she end up breaking both their hearts?
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TANGERINE SEVENTEEN

London, 1966: A different world. A world where style kills, and a country’s security
rests in the hands of perhaps the most unlikely people imaginable.
Leslie Howarth: Spy, fashionista and firstclass coward. Any more self-centred, and
he’d start to rotate around his own axis.
When top-secret plans are stolen, it’s up
to this most unlikely of James Bondwannabes to save the day. And save the
girl, of course…
Apart from making it big in the fashion
world and not having to return to sleepy
Devon, Dinah Johnson doesn’t know what
she wants. What she most certainly doesn’t
want is to be chased halfway over London,
shot at, tied up and left to the mercy of a
bunch of maniacs, all for the sake of a bunch
of papers a dying man thrust into her unwilling
hands.
With the help of the two most incompetent spies in British history, can they prevent
these papers falling into enemy hands? And can Leslie learn there’s more to life than
just dressing for the part?
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READER’S REVIEWS
All verified purchases and reviews from Amazon UK

“A brilliant book, a real page-turner. I felt invested in the characters by the end and
can’t wait for the next instalment!”

“I really enjoyed this story. It was so well written. I found myself thinking about the
characters when I wasn't even reading the book, wondering what was in store for
their relationship. I look forward to the next instalment. It was a racy book
reminding me of a Jackie Collins read. Definitely worth a read if you want to lose
yourself in some romance with a mix of sexual tension.”

“The characters are gritty and real life with faults and opinions that make you dislike
them as people which is fantastic! You follow their journey with true investment and
end up emotionally tied to their actions. I was heartbroken at the cliff-hanger ending
and NEED the next instalment like I need oxygen! Thank you so much for this
incredible story! If only I could give more than 5 stars.”

USEFUL LINKS
Addicted to Love:
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B06XNMLHD1
Amazon US: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XNMLHD1
Tangerine Seventeen:
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B076YGDHKS
Amazon US: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076YGDHKS
Read the first chapter: https://www.nicolaniemc.com/t17-prologue-and-first-chapter

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nicola Niemc first began delving into
her imagination and writing down
what she saw in her teens. Gradually,
she has fallen deeper and deeper
into these imaginary worlds, and
sometimes she wonders if she’ll ever
get back to reality. Ho hum.
Nicola began writing Tangerine
Seventeen in her early twenties,
along with a now-abandoned tale of
time-travel and sorcery (maybe, one
day...). She was encouraged to
continue Tangerine by a few select individuals in the office she worked in before the idea
behind Addicted to Love began to take root.
She has now returned to her first love of medieval-style sorcery, with a dash of forbidden
romance thrown in. Check out Between Wind and Water to find out more.
Constant doubts in her writing ability, plus a thirst for more knowledge, have recently led
Nicola to enrol on an Arts and Humanities Open University course, hopefully culminating in
an English Literature and Creative Writing degree. Here, she hopes to indulge and
interweave her passion for medieval history, romantic fiction and Celtic fairytales.
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Influences: David Bowie, for making it ok to be freaky. Robert Palmer - the inspiration
behind Addicted, and the one who gave me unrealistic expectations of what a gentleman
should be like. Richard Brautigan, for glass coffins, watermelon sugar and the freedom to
write crazy, if that's what your mind is telling you to. Do I have a hunch about what I'm
talking about? No, it's just the way my coat rides up at the back.
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